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WHAT’S NEW?
June 4- CANDIDATE TESTING time and location TBD.

_________________________________________________________________________

MEET THE SENSEI
We have gathered information for this article from Danzan Ryu:  An Unbroken Tradition,

with additional information provided by Bob McKean, July 10, 2020 and from AJJF.ORG.



Prof. Sig Kufferath

Professor Sig Kufferath (1911-1999), 10th dan, Danzan-Ryu Shodai Keishosha, Jujutsu

Shihan.

Born Siegfried Kufferath (he preferred to be called "Sig") on February 16, in Honolulu, his

father was a former consulate to Japan from Germany. His mother was Japanese. One

of eleven children, Sig was of German/Japanese descent, and as many as 11 different

languages were spoken in the Kufferath home.

He became a track star in high school and at the University of Hawaii. In 1937 he was

asked to visit the Jujutsu class of one of his neighbors. That neighbor happened to be

Henry Seishiro Okazaki. Thus began Kufferath's long journey in the martial arts. A

serious martial artist, Sig practiced six days a week at the Kodenkan/ Master Okazaki

promoted him to black belt in May 1941. Kufferath not only received his first degree

black belt from Okazaki but also received a Mokuroku (teacher's scroll), an honor usually

reserved for second degree black belts. By the following year Sig started a school of his

own. Along with his teaching partners Bing-Fai Lau and Esther Azumi (later Takamoto),

Kufferath instructed at both the Kodenkan and Kaheka Lane dojos.

http://www.kodenkan.com/kufferath.html
http://www.danzan.com/HTML/PEOPLE/bf_lau.html
http://www.danzan.com/images/People/Kufferath/kids.jpg


In addition to his classes, Sig taught martial skills to members of the Hawaiian Police

Department.  He also trained United States forces in hand-to-hand combat during World

War II.

Kufferath learned the entire system from Okazaki and since he knew Japanese, was

taught the system in that language. He also learned the Seifukujutsu, techniques of

adjustment and restoration, and continued to teach and practice these arts until shortly

before his death. After Okazaki retired from teaching due to poor health, Kufferath was

the primary instructor for Joseph Holck in Danzan Ryu, and later visited the Kodenkan

Yudanshakai in Tucson, where he awarded Holck the rank of Judan (10th dan).

In 1948, Kufferath attended a Special Black Belt Class given by Okazaki for his black

belt instructors. Upon completion of this course, he received a Kaidensho (certificate of

mastery) and was given the title of Shihan.

After Okazaki's death in 1951, there was a leadership void in the American Jujitsu

Institute (AJI). In 1952, the AJI membership elected Kufferath to succeed Okazaki as

Professor. Kufferath continued in this position until 1960, when he moved to the

mainland. In the summer of 1993, Professor Kufferath repeated the 1948 Special Black

Belt Class (that he renamed the Kodenkan Jujitsu Okugi) for a group of Danzan-Ryu

instructors, thus passing on the Okazaki tradition to a new generation.

In 1960, he traveled to California and soon afterward opened his school called Nikko

Kodenkan in Mountain View. An accountant for Dole until his retirement in 1976, Sig

lived in Santa Clara, California. He taught jujutsu classes an average of four nights a

week. He also taught classes in self-defense for women. Sig also studied other martial

arts and holds the rank of Aikido Nidan and Judo Nidan.

Professor Kufferath was active in many martial arts organizations. He joined the

American Judo & Jujitsu Federation in 1983. In the Spring of 1988, the AJJF awarded

him the title of Shihan. He was the USA advisor for the Kohusai Budo Renmei in Tokyo,

Japan. He was a founding member of the Kodenkan Danzan Ryu Jujitsu Association and

the Kilohana Martial Arts Association.

http://www.danzan.com/images/Events/okugi.jpg
http://www.danzan.com/images/People/Kufferath/1957.jpg
http://www.danzan.com/images/Events/okugi93.jpg


Sig dedicated his life to the perpetuation of Danzan Ryu Jujitsu and is respectfully

recognized and honored as a Judan by the American Jujitsu Institute, Kodenkan Danzan

Ryu Jujitsu Association, Jujitsu American, Shoshin Ryu Yudanshakai, Kilohana Martial

Arts Association and the Kodenkan Yudanshakai.

Prof. Kufferath passed away at his home in Santa Clara, CA on May 7, 1999, with his

family and friends at his side. He lived a long, full life and made an important

contribution to many people's lives.

Next time - Matsuno Joshiro, better known to us as Joseph Holck

____________________________________________________________________________________

UPCOMING EVENTS
August 14- Quarterly Kyu Testing- 11:00-3:00 at MATS
September 2,3,4_ Senior Training- location and time TBD

_______________________________________.____

KANJI KORNER
By Dave Heacock, Shihan

JAPANESE ANATOMY TERMS FOR MARTIAL ARTS
PART 4

In this installment we cover the torso, front and back.



THE TORSO

FRONT
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Abdomen

Lower Abdomen

1. Top of shoulder
2. Jugular notch
3. Shoulder
4. Chest; thorax
5. Armpit
6. Ribs
7. Solar plexus
X. Inside of the shoulder (see below)

ABDOMEN
Kun

Hara (腹) abdomen, belly stomach, womb
Abdomen is the area between the chest and the pelvis and contains the digestive system organs.

LOWER ABDOMEN
On

Seika (臍下 navel, belly button + below, under) lower abdomen
In particular, this area contains the eliminative portion of the digestive system and organs of
procreation.

TOP OF SHOULDER
Kun

Kataguchi (肩口 shoulder + opening) top of the shoulders, tip of the shoulders, collar



In this sense, “collar” would be the area where the neck becomes the slope of the shoulder.
As a striking area, a blow toward the neck will hit the muscles, blood vessels, and nerves
(especially the vagus nerve as in Part 3) causing disruption and possibly unconsciousness.
A sufficient hammer fist strike down onto both tops will cause the legs to involuntarily buckle.

SHOULDER
Kata (肩) shoulder
A penetrating strike in the depression medial to (inside of) the shoulder (X) affects the plexus of
nerves going into the arm, causing pain and possibly numbness.

JUGULAR NOTCH
This is the hole or depression created by the connection of the sternum and the clavicles. It gives
access to the trachea as a striking or pressure point.

CHEST; THORAX
Kun

Mune [chest only] (胸) chest, breast

On

Kyōkaku (kyou-) (胸廓 chest + enclosure) chest; thorax
The term thorax indicates the enclosure above the diaphragm wall containing principally the
lungs, heart, and the main vessels of the vascular system. Though heavily protected by the ribs
and sternum, a pointed blow to the muscles will cause pain.

ARMPIT
Kun

Wakinoshita (脇の下 armpit, under one’s arm; side, flank + of, pertaining to + under) armpit,
axilla
Rich in nerves, blood vessels, and lymph nodes. A blow here will cause pain and possibly
numbness or temporary paralysis to the arm.

RIBS
Kun

Abara (肋) the ribs; rib, ribcage

On

Rokkotsu (肋骨 rib + bone) a rib

SIDE
On

Taisoku (体側 body, physique + side (of something)) side of a bodySOLAR PLEXUS
Taiyōshinkeisō (taiyoushinkeisou) (太陽神経叢 big, thick + spirit [i.e., nerve function] + warp
(weaving); pass through, go through + sunshine, yang principle + plexus, rete) the solar plexus



Also known as a striking point by the name suigetsu (水月 water + moon) water and moon,
moonlight on the water; pit of the stomach, solar plexus.
Technically the celiac plexus region, this consists of radiating nerves passing through the
abdominal area from behind the stomach and into the organs; accessible to a strike just below the
xiphoid process at the bottom of the sternum. Known in boxing as “the sweet spot,” a penetrating
strike disrupts breathing, nerve function, and sensitive digestive organs, causing pain.

BACK
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1. Back of the neck
2. Seventh cervical vertebra
3. “Quick fall”
4. Shoulder blade
5. Seventh thoracic vertebra
6. Second lumbar vertebra
7. Hips
8. Buttocks
9. Sciatic nerve
K. Kidney area

BACK OF THE NECK
Kun

Kubisuji (首筋 neck + muscle, tendon, sinew) nape of the neck, back of the neck, scruff of the
neck.  An area rich in nerves to the upper body and internal organs!

SEVENTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA



A target in the sappo (殺法 kill + method) arsenal, a blow to this vertebra may result in
weakness or temporary or permanent paralysis to the body below the level of the shoulders
(paraplegia).

“QUICK FALL”*
As a striking point, this is indicated in an old drawing as hayauchi (早打) where uchi is a
variant of utsu (打つ to hit, to strike). However, the katakana character used in the drawing is
オ, giving rise to ochi (オチ). The associated verb is ochiru (落ちる to fall, to drop). The
translation using Shahan’s Romanization is “quick strike”; with the given characters, it would be
“quick fall.” Although imprecise, I take this point to be the brachial nerves coming from the
cervical vertebrae. A downward blow here (as on the top of the shoulders) would cause the knees
to buckle.

SHOULDER BLADE
On

Kenkōkotsu (肩甲骨 shoulder + carapace, shell + bone) shoulder blade, scapula (Anatomy)
Also: Kaigane or kaigarabone (胛) shoulder blade, scapula (archaism)

SEVENTH THORACIC VERTEBRA
As a striking point, this is indicated in an old drawing* by the term mizuko (水古 water, fluid
(especially in animal tissue) + old, ancient). I believe the character ko is an abbreviated form of
kogi (古義 old, archaic + meaning), that is: old meaning, old interpretation. In this sense, it may
relate to the Water element in Chinese medicine which is also associated with bones. Or perhaps
the spinal fluid.
A search of homonyms for mi zu ko yielded these interpretations: Mi (躳 body, self) composed
of characters for person + spine; yielding the term sebone, backbone. Zu is an onyomi of the
noun fusagu (陻) a small hill or mound. And kō is onyomi for both suso (裾 bottom part, bottom
edge) and tataku (叩く to strike, to beat).
The seventh thoracic vertebra is part of the small mound created in the spine as it curves outward
below the shoulder blades and is the origin point for nerves affecting the digestive organs. A
blow here may also cause the vertebrae to zureru (ずれる): get dislocated, be out of alignment.

KIDNEY AREA
These internal organs are behind the intestines, lateral to the spine, and centered on the area of
the first lumbar vertebra; they are partially protected by the bottom two ribs.

SECOND LUMBAR VERTEBRA
As a striking point, this is indicated in an old drawing* by the name Denkō (電光 electricity +
ray, light) lightning. A search of homonyms for den and kō yielded these interpretations: Den is
onyomi for shiri (尻 buttocks, rump, hips). Kō is onyomi for tataku (叩く to strike, to beat).
A blow to the second lumbar vertebra would affect the nerves to the hips and legs.
HIPS

https://jisho.org/search/%E6%82%AA%20%E3%81%8A
https://jisho.org/search/%E5%9C%AA%20%E3%81%8A%E3%81%A1
https://jisho.org/search/%E8%BA%B3%20%23kanji
https://jisho.org/search/%E9%99%BB%20%23kanji


Kun

Koshi (腰) lower back, waist, hips, lumbar region

BUTTOCKS
Kun

Shiri (尻) buttocks, rump, butt, rear

SCIATIC NERVE
Zakotsushinket (座骨神経 sit + bone + spirit + pass through) sciatic nerve
This is a cluster of nerves forming one cord that originate in the L4-S3 vertebrae and run down
into the leg on each side. A blow to the buttock at or below the level of and outside of the
tailbone can cause pain, numbness, and maybe temporary paralysis of the leg.

*From Kimura Sentaro, A Solo Guide to Learning Jujutsu. Translated in Eric Shahan, A
Collection of Curious Jujutsu Manuals (pp. 165-257).

_____________________________________________________________________________

EDITOR’S EDGE
As we resume our look at Jujutsu (aka Jujitsu), the Gentle Art or, more properly, the
Yielding Art, let’s see what a web site called LiveAbout.com has to say, with a few of my
own added notes, before we get into our discussion of Tenshin Shoden Shinto-ryu and
other ancient schools:

Jujutsu History

Japanese old-style jujutsu, or Nihon koryu jujutsu, dates back to the Muromachi period
in Japan between 1333 and 1573. This old style of martial arts training was focused on
teaching the unarmed or very lightly armed warrior to fight a heavily armed warrior. This
eventually led to the teaching of a significant amount of grappling, throwing, restraining
and weaponry skills to Samurai.

The term jujutsu began to take hold in the 17th century. At the time, it described all of
the grappling-related disciplines in Japan that were used and taught by the Samurai.
The name "jujutsu" means the "art of softness" or "way of yielding."

Eventually, jujutsu evolved, changing with the times to the Nihon jujutsu seen today.
Generally, this more contemporary style is termed Edo jūjutsu, since it was founded
during the Edo period. The striking in these styles is not designed to be effective against



armor since no one really wears armor anymore. However, it would be effective against
a plain-clothed person.

The Characteristics of Jujutsu

Jujutsu is characterized by using an attacker's momentum against him by guiding it in a
way that the applicant would prefer (and not the attacker). Jujutsu methods include
striking, throwing, restraining (pinning and strangling), joint locks, weaponry, and
grappling. It is truly best known for its effectiveness against weapons, use of throws and
its locks (armbars and wrist locks, for example).

The Goal of Jujutsu

The goal of jujutsu is simple. Practitioners hope to disable, disarm, or even kill
opponents, depending on the situation.

Jujutsu Sub-Styles

There are many schools of Japanese jujutsu. They include older styles such as:

 Araki-ryu
 Daito-ryu aiki-jujutsu
 Hontai Yoshin-ryu
 Kashima Shin-ryū
 Kukishin-ryū
 Kyushin Ryu
 Sekiguchi Shinshin-ryu
 Sosuishitsu-ryu
 Takenouchi-ryu
 Tatsumi-ryu
 Tenjin Shinyo-ryu- which is made up of an amalgamation of the
 even older styles of Yoshin-ryu and Shin no Shinto-ryu,
 the latter of which your editor had the opportunity to study to
 Shodan level in the 1960’s.
 Yagyu Shingan Ryu
 Yoshin Ryu, taught to Professor Okazaki by Tanaka Sensei

Here are the more modern schools, sometimes termed self-defense jujutsu schools.
They include:

https://www.liveabout.com/skating-basics-4688044


 Danzan Ryu, which I’m sure you recognize
 German Ju-Jutsu
 Goshin Jujitsu- similar name to our Matsuno Goshin jutsu
 Hakko Ryu, another style studied by Dai-Shihan Joseph Holck
 Hakko Denshin Ryu
 Kumite-ryu Jujutsu
 Miyama Ryu by Antonio Periera of New York (another style your editor studied)
 Sanuces Ryu
 Shorinji Kan Jiu Jitsu (The Jitsu Foundation)
 Small Circle JuJitsu by Okazaki student Wally Jay
 World Ju-Jitsu Federation (WJJF)
 Goshin Budo

We'll discuss a few of these later.  For now, with the help of Wikipedia:

Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū

Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū (天真正伝香取神道流) is one of the oldest extant
Japanese martial arts, and an exemplar of bujutsu. The Tenshin Shōden Katori
Shintō-ryū was founded by Iizasa Ienao. The ryū gives 1447 as the year it was founded,
but some scholars state that it was about 1480.

Iizasa was born in the village of Iizasa in Shimōsa Province. When he was young, he
moved to the vicinity of the famous Katori Shrine, a venerable Shinto institution
northeast of Tokyo in modern-day Chiba Prefecture. The Katori Shrine enjoys a
considerable martial reputation; the Shrine's Kami, Futsunushi 経津主神 (Futsunushi no
kami) being revered as a spirit of swordsmanship and martial arts.[2]

Iizasa Ienao (飯篠 長威斎 家直 Iizasa Chōi-sai Ienao, c.1387 – c.1488) was a respected
spearman and swordsman whose daimyō (one of the great lords who were vassals of
the Shogun) was deposed, encouraging him to relinquish control of his household to
conduct purification rituals and study martial arts in isolation.

After studying swordsmanship he went to Kyoto, where, according to most authorities,
he was employed in his youth by the eighth Muromachi shōgun, Ashikaga Yoshimasa
(1436–1490), a devotee of the martial arts. Iizasa was later known as Yamashiro no
Kami (governor of Yamashiro Province) in accordance with a practice of Muromachi
times, whereby noted warriors took old court titles. Later on in his life, Iizasa became a
Buddhist lay monk and was known as Chōi-sai, sai being a character that many noted
swordsmen chose for their martial name.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_martial_arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bujutsu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iizasa_Ienao
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ryu_(school)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shim%C5%8Dsa_Province
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shinto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiba_Prefecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futsunushi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenshin_Sh%C5%8Dden_Katori_Shint%C5%8D-ry%C5%AB#cite_note-Amdur2002-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iizasa_Ch%C5%8Disai_Ienao
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C5%8Djutsu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swordsman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daimy%C5%8D
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muromachi_period
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sh%C5%8Dgun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashikaga_Yoshimasa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yamashiro_Province
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bug%C5%8D


When Chōi-sai returned home, he offered prayers to the deities of both Katori Shrine and
Kashima Shrine, the latter being a famous local shrine in nearby Ibaraki Prefecture,
where shrine officials themselves reputedly practiced a form of swordsmanship, called
'Hitotsu no Tachi' (the solitary sword). Even today the Kashima Shrine training hall
attracts Kendo practitioners from around the world, and the chief object of interest for
visitors is the shrine's sacred sword. Supplementing his considerable skills with
assorted weaponry, Chōi-sai was also an expert in Musō Jikiden ryū yawaragi, holding
the position of seventh Headmaster in the history of that ryū.

Legend says at the age of 60 Chōi-sai spent 1000 days in Katori Shrine practicing
martial techniques day and night, until the kami (spirit) of the shrine, Futsunushi (経津),
appeared to him in a dream and handed down the secrets of martial strategy in a scroll
named Mokuroku Heiho no Shinsho. He called his swordsmanship style derived from
this miraculous dream the Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū, the "Heavenly True,
Correctly Transmitted Style of the Way of the God of Katori".

This legend is typical of martial arts ryū and other cultural forms as well. Ryū founders
often attributed their mastery to magical teachings transmitted by Shinto or Buddhist
deities, by long-dead historical figures like Minamoto no Yoshitsune, or by legendary
supernatural creatures such as the tengu, Japanese goblins commonly depicted with a
long red nose.

Iizasa's Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū, thus presumably linked to the sacred tradition
of both Katori and Kashima Shrines, was transmitted through his own family.

Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū is the source tradition of many Japanese martial arts.
Several famous swordsmen (including Tsukahara Bokuden and Matsumoto Bizen no
kami Masanobu) who learned directly from Chōi-sai or his immediate followers became
founders of their own schools, with either the same name (Shintō, written with a variety
of other characters) or different names: Kashima Shintō-ryū (Bokuden-ryū), Kashima-ryū,
Kashima shin-ryū , Arima-ryū, Ichiu-ryū, Shigen-ryū, and others.

Iizasa devised a unique method to ensure warriors could train without serious injury and
yet maintain a resemblance to 'riai' (integrity of principle) and combative reality. The
weapon training of the ryū, in the form of kata-bujutsu (pre-arranged, combative training
drills), illustrates this well. What appears to the outsider as merely a block of the
opponent's attacking weapon is, in actuality, only a substitute for the part of the
attacker's body intended to be cut or struck. Thus, full impact training could be
maintained with safety to the practitioners. Thereby, he extended the training of his
students to the use of other weapon systems as well, in order to be totally familiar with
their capabilities and not be surprised on the battlefield by something unexpectedly
different.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kashima_Shrine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ibaraki_Prefecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kendo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kami
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Futsunushi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minamoto_no_Yoshitsune
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tengu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goblin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_martial_arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsukahara_Bokuden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kashima_Shint%C5%8D-ry%C5%AB
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kata


The uniqueness of Iizasa's Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū is still evident today, in the
particular aspects of weapon-wielding, posture, stance, and foot and body movements
which make allowance for the fact that the bushi (classical samurai warriors) of his era
would be wearing 'yoroi' (armor) weighing around 35 kg (77+ pounds), and fighting on
uneven terrain. These factors tend to keep the wearer's feet firmly and flat on the
ground, and slow down mobility considerably. The distinctive techniques and tactics of
this ryū also acknowledge the design of classical Japanese armor, which, although
protecting the wearer well, had many 'suki' (openings). The main attacking areas
included: under the wrists; inside and behind the legs; the hip area; the space between
the 'kabuto' (helmet) and 'dō' (chest protector) where the neck arteries and veins could
be easily severed. The signature, 'omote' (basic-battlefield) sword technique of the ryū,
'makiuchi-jordan', was created by Iizasa because the bushi could not raise the sword
above the head due to the obstruction of the kabuto, and secondly, notwithstanding that
restriction, a very powerful 'chopping' blow from above was still needed to be generated
in order to produce the maximum destructive force for when circumstances dictated
attacking areas of the 'yoroi' other than the 'suki'.

On 6 March 1960, the school received the first ever "Intangible Cultural Asset"
designation given to a martial art by the Japanese government, naming Hayashi
Yazaemon, Ōtake Risuke, and Iizasa Yasusada as its guardians. The Iizasa family dojo
was also designated a Cultural Asset. The designation of Cultural Asset status shifted
to the Chiba Prefectural Government in 1985 and the art was recertified, again naming
Ōtake Risuke and Iizasa Yasusada as guardians.[Ōtake Nobutoshi and Kyōsō Shigetoshi
were also certified as guardians on 30 March 2004. The school claims to have never
aligned itself with any estate or faction, no matter what stipend was offered. This
allowed the ryū to maintain its independence and integrity.

Tenshin Shōden Katori Shintō-ryū was popularized in the west by the extensive research
and writings of the late Donn F. Draeger (1922–1982).

The current, twentieth generation headmaster, is Iizasa Yasusada (飯篠 修理亮 快貞
Iizasa Shūri-no-suke Yasusada). He does not teach his family's system and instead
appointed as his main representative instructor Risuke Ōtake who has a personal dojo
close to Narita City. Upon Ōtake Risuke's retirement, he announced his eldest son
Nobutoshi would replace him as Shihan and his younger son Shigetoshi would support
him as shihan-dai. Kyōsō Shigetoshi was appointed shihan in September 2017, and
Ōtake Nobutoshi was issued hamon (excommunicated) on 9 December 2018.[7]

However, both Otake Risuke, Otake Nobutoshi and Kyōsō Shigetoshi are still recognized
as guardians of the school, by the Chiba Prefecture Board of Cultural Affairs.[8]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Samurai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%8C-yoroi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kabuto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C5%8D_(armour)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risuke_Otake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenshin_Sh%C5%8Dden_Katori_Shint%C5%8D-ry%C5%AB#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Donn_F._Draeger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C5%8Dke
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risuke_%C5%8Ctake
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narita,_Chiba
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenshin_Sh%C5%8Dden_Katori_Shint%C5%8D-ry%C5%AB#cite_note-10
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenshin_Sh%C5%8Dden_Katori_Shint%C5%8D-ry%C5%AB#cite_note-katorishintoryu.jp-11


Takanouchi-ryu

We’ll conclude this issue with a brief discussion of Takanouchi-ryu.

Hinoshita Torite Kaisan Takenouchi-ryū (日下 捕手 開山 竹内流) is one of the oldest
jujutsu koryū in Japan. It was founded in 1532, the first year of Tenbun, on the
twenty-fourth of the sixth lunar month by Takenouchi Chūnagon Daijō
Nakatsukasadaiyū Hisamori, the lord of Ichinose Castle in Sakushū. Although it is
famous for its jūjutsu, Takenouchi Ryū is actually a complete martial art including
armed grappling (yoroi kumiuchi), staff (bōjutsu), sword (kenjutsu), sword drawing
(iaijutsu), glaive (naginatajutsu), iron fan (tessenjutsu), restraining rope (hojōjutsu), and
resuscitation techniques (sakkatsuhō). Its jūjutsu techniques have been influential in the
founding of many other schools in Japan. Takenouchi Ryū is still actively transmitted
today by members of the Takenouchi family, as well as by other groups both within and
outside Japan.

Together with the Yōshin-ryū (楊心流)and the Ryōi Shintō-ryū, the Takenouchi-ryū was
one of the three largest, most important and influential Jūjutsu schools of the Edo
period (1603 - 1868) before the rise of Judo.

According to the Takenouchi Keisho Kogo Den, the document recording the
establishment and development of the school, Takenouchi Hisamori retired to the
mountains near the Sannomiya shrine to train his martial skills. He practiced there for
six days and six nights, wielding a bokken (wooden sword) about 2 ft. 4 in. or 72 cm in
length, a relatively long weapon for his purportedly short stature. On the sixth night he
fell asleep from exhaustion using his bokken as a pillow. He was woken by a mountain
priest with white hair and a long beard who seemed so fearsome to Hisamori that he
thought it must be an incarnation of the god Atago. Hisamori attacked the stranger but
was defeated. The priest said to him "When you meet the enemy, in that instant, life and
death are decided. That is what is called hyōhō (military strategy)." He then took
Hisamori's bokken, told him that long weapons were not useful in combat, and broke it
into two daggers about one foot long. The priest told Hisamori to put these in his belt
and call them kogusoku, and taught him how to use them in grappling and close
combat. These techniques became called koshi no mawari, literally "around the hips".
The priest then taught Hisamori how to bind and restrain enemies with rope, using a
vine from a tree. Then the priest disappeared mysteriously amidst wind and lightning.

Hisamori's second son Hitachi No Suke Hisakatsu became the second head of
Takenouchi Ryū after his father formally passed him the tradition at the age of 64. He
and his successor and son Kaganosuke Hisayoshi added their own techniques to the
curriculum, extending it into a complete sōgō bujutsu system.
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Takenouchi Ryū is best known for its jūjutsu, over which it covers an extensive ground.
Its unarmed jūjutsu techniques include tehodoki (grip breaking), ukemi (tumbling), nage
waza (throwing), kansetsu waza (joint dislocation), atemi (striking weak points), shime
waza (choking), newaza (ground techniques), and kappō (resuscitation). These are
combined to form kata for the various sections of jūjutsu taught, including toride
(capturing and restraining), hade (attacking vital points unarmed), and kumiuchi
(grappling). These unarmed kata are the best known of the Takenouchi Ryū jūjutsu, but
they are not truly its foundation. As related in the establishment myth of the school, the
central forms of jūjutsu in Takenouchi Ryū are the kogusoku koshi no mawari,
techniques of armed grappling using the short sword kogusoku against armed
opponents. It is upon this foundation that the rest of the jūjutsu techniques were
developed by Hisakatsu and Hisayoshi, the second and third heads of the school.

Beyond the core of jūjutsu, many different weapons are taught. These include the sword,
the staff, rope tying, the naginata, and more. The sword curriculum is divided into major
sections, with kenjutsu covering basic swordsmanship against a similarly armed
opponent, saide covering grappling with the sword, and iai covering the techniques of
rapid sword drawing and striking. The staff is central to Takenouchi Ryū's study of
movement, and as such forms an important part of the curriculum. Staff work
addresses various lengths of staff, in particular bōjutsu for the six shaku (6 foot) staff
and shinbō for a slightly shorter staff. Other sizes taught include jōjutsu for the common
four-foot staff, and hanbō for shorter sticks around three feet in length. Rope restraints
are an important adjunct to the arresting arts of toride, and the techniques of tying up
opponents called hojōjutsu or hobaku are taught using the haya nawa which is a
two-and-a-half-foot rope, traditionally of a purple color.

Takenouchi Ryū is perhaps lesser known for its other weapons techniques, but as a true
sōgō bujutsu it retains a number of weapons for use both on and off the battlefield. The
naginata and kusarigama are covered, as well as the jutte truncheon, shuriken throwing
darts, and the tessen iron fan. Some kata feature rather peculiar weapons intended to
show the use of everyday objects for defense against sword attacks. These include the
kasa, a Japanese style umbrella, and the nabebuta, a wooden lid for a cooking pot.

Takenouchi Ryū has exerted a strong influence in the development of jūjutsu. The
branches of the Takenouchi Ryū have subsequently influenced schools directly or
indirectly and thus many techniques found in modern jūdō and aikidō can be traced
back to their roots in Takenouchi Ryū in one way or another. A number of important
jūjutsu koryū were founded by students of the school, such as the Rikishin Ryū, Fusen
Ryū, Sōsuishitsu Ryū, Takagi Ryū and its branches (such as Hontai Yōshin Ryū), and
Araki Ryū. These ryūha have incorporated many techniques from Takenouchi Ryū either
directly from the school or by analyzing the techniques of its exponents.
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Takenouchi Ryū has documents by its founder on the use and teaching of rokushaku
bojutsu [6-foot-long (1.8 m) stick]. This makes it the oldest verifiable school to teach
these skills and it is believed to have had a great influence on other arts teaching
rokushaku bojutsu. Other arts have long histories and claim to have been teaching
rokushakubo, but so far, no documents from the period have been found. It may be that
these other schools added it later on to their teachings.

That’s it for this time. Next issue we’ll continue to move forward in time, eventually
moving through Daito-ryu, Hakko-ryu, Shin no Shindo-ryu, Kodokan Judo, Danzan-ryu,
one offshoot of Danzan- Small Circle, and finally, Matsuno-ryu Goshinjutsu. As you can
see, we have a long way to go- both in time and subject matter, as we examine our
collective roots. I hope it’s as interesting and exciting a journey for you as it is for me.

See you in September!


